The combination of light with external electric fields has been successfully used for the domain engineering of ferroelectric lithium niobate crystals [1, 2] . It has been shown that simultaneous illumination and application of an external electric field can achieve, e.g. in the case of MgO-doped lithium crystals, coercive field reduction up to 98% using fs-pulsed light [2] .
The combination of light with external electric fields has been successfully used for the domain engineering of ferroelectric lithium niobate crystals [1, 2] . It has been shown that simultaneous illumination and application of an external electric field can achieve, e.g. in the case of MgO-doped lithium crystals, coercive field reduction up to 98% using fs-pulsed light [2] .
In the case of undoped congruent lithium niobate, however, it has been observed and it is reported here that photoinduced coercive field reduction also occurs in a latent manner whereby the application of the electric field is delayed with respect to the illumination of the crystal. Furthermore, the local coercive field reduction becomes fixed after the first poling cycle. Hence, the initially illuminated and domain inverted regions will re-invert at lower voltages for subsequent poling cycles. The most significant implication of the latency is the decoupling of the laser illumination and E-field application steps which significantly simplifies the experimental setup and allows for high resolution light patterning, e.g. using a phase mask.
The second harmonic of the ultra-fast laser system (Coherent: Mira oscillator, RegA amplifier, repetition rate of 250 kHz, pulse duration -130 fs) at X = 400 nm was focused onto the -z face of the crystal to a spot size of approximately 45 gim. The average power of the illuminating laser beam was 10 mW, 20 mW and 40 mW which correspond to a peak intensity of 4.5 GW/cm2, 9 GW/cm2 and 18 GW/cm2 respectively. Congruent lithium niobate samples of 500 gm thickness were initially "conditioned" by a sequence of five "dark" poling cycles before illumination to ensure consistency of the forward and reverse values of the intrinsic coercive field. In this investigation a transparent cell was used for the illumination and poling of the crystals which allowed in situ observation of the domain formation (via stress-induced birefringence and electro-optic refractive index contrast at the inverted domain boundaries).
The latent laser-assisted inverted ferroelectric domains, shown in Figure 
